Mixed Constructions Exercise

Edit the following sentences to untangle mixed constructions.

1. Her postpartum depression was diagnosed and prescribed to bed rest.

2. Peter Elbow teaches that by doing several freewriting exercises a week will help writers get their ideas onto paper.

3. The reason editing as you write creates a problem is because it blocks your creativity and takes away from your voice.

4. By finishing your first draft without editing once allows all of your creativity to enter your writing without it being repressed.

5. In *Pedagogy of the Oppressed*, a book written by Paulo Freire, has two concepts of education.

6. The banking concept of education is where teachers have students memorize the content, not actually learn it.

7. Until Mike Rose met a teacher named MacFarland was when he started to discover his interest in education.

8. Although Tannen’s analysis applies to a past experience of mine, but I don’t believe the gender differences she describes apply to everyone.

9. Hard work and education are able to access individual opportunity.

10. Through analyzing Stephanie Ericsson’s arguments and my own experience, leads me to believe that her categories of lies are accurate.